Ensemble

16. Canticle with a Twist: Performed by Robert Miller

1. Szymanowski’s: Performed by Robert Miller

1.4. My Little Sonnet: Performed by Robert Miller

Cantor Michael Densman singing

Benjamin Levi: Et Mele Ki Ani

5. Beer’s arrangement of Samuel Vignes’s ode: Cantor

6. Beer’s arrangement of Samuel Vignes’s ode with the

7. Beer’s arrangement of Samuel Vignes’s ode with the

8. Psalm 103: Memorial Service at the Temple

Beer: Piano accompaniment by Cantor Benjamin Levi

9. Psalm 23: “The Lord is my Shepherd

Beer: Piano accompaniment by Cantor Benjamin Levi

10. Suite in Assyrian: Words by John Wheeler

11. Jaws of the Lion: Words by John Wheeler

12. Came a poet: Tenor William Herbert


14. Smile, Lover’s Rose

15. It were her name upon the snow

16. A Lament on Earth

17. Accompanied by John Chapman

18. Joyce Hinchin

19. Havohy, baton

20. Symphony Orchestra under Joseph Post with Stewart

21. Symphony Orchestra under Joseph Post with Stewart

22. Suite in Assyrian: Words by John Wheeler

Concrete Ceremonies

Performed by Sydney Jewish Choir

Almighty is a prayer, music composed by Werner Beer

Shemeshayim: Beer at the piano with Cantor Shimon

Announced as “Jewish Service”, this is the

Recorded on 2 MBS FM: Sydney 1992

Werner Beer: Remembered

Composer: John Steiner sung by the Sydney Jewish

Werner Beer: Remembered